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Dinitrogen fixation by plants (in symbiosis with root bacteria) is
a major source of new nitrogen for land ecosystems1. A long-
standing puzzle2 is that trees capable of nitrogen fixation are
abundant in nitrogen-rich tropical forests, but absent or
restricted to early successional stages in nitrogen-poor extra-
tropical forests. This biome-scale pattern presents an evolution-
ary paradox3, given that the physiological cost4 of nitrogen
fixation predicts the opposite pattern: fixers should be
out-competed by non-fixers in nitrogen-rich conditions, but
competitively superior in nitrogen-poor soils. Here we evaluate
whether this paradox can be explained by the existence of
different fixation strategies in tropical versus extra-tropical
trees: facultative fixers (capable of downregulating fixation5,6

by sanctioning mutualistic bacteria7) are common in the tropics,
whereas obligate fixers (less able to downregulate fixation)
dominate at higher latitudes. Using a game-theoretic approach,
we assess the ecological and evolutionary conditions under
which these fixation strategies emerge, and examine their
dependence on climate-driven differences in the nitrogen
cycle. We show that in the tropics, transient soil nitrogen
deficits following disturbance and rapid tree growth favour a
facultative strategy and the coexistence of fixers and non-
fixers. In contrast, sustained nitrogen deficits following disturb-
ance in extra-tropical forests favour an obligate fixation
strategy, and cause fixers to be excluded in late successional
stages. We conclude that biome-scale differences in the abun-
dance of nitrogen fixers can be explained by the interaction
between individual plant strategies and climatic constraints
on the nitrogen cycle over evolutionary time.

Biological dinitrogen fixation is manifested in vastly different
patterns across the biosphere8. In land ecosystems, Hans Jenny2

first noted that symbiotic dinitrogen fixers are common in tropical
forests, where soils are nitrogen rich, but rare (and restricted to
early-succession9,10) in extra-tropical forests, where soils are nitro-
gen limited. This biome-scale pattern offers an ecological and evol-
utionary paradox3: Why is the energetically costly4 strategy of
dinitrogen fixation widespread if non-fixing neighbours can out-
compete fixers in the nitrogen-rich conditions of tropical forests?
Conversely, why is dinitrogen fixation not widespread in extra-
tropical forests, if fixers are competitively advantaged over non-fixers
in nitrogen-poor soils?

Jenny and others that followed him proposed that this biome-
scale fixation pattern might be due to differences in the physiologi-
cal cost of fixation imposed by climate (that is, high energetic cost
may restrict fixation to warm climates8,9,11,12), soil nutrients (fixation
may be limited by phosphorus or molybdenum8,12–15) or the
evolutionary history of fixers9 (diversification may be constrained
in colder regions). The first two explanations do not appear to
resolve the paradox, however, as we now know that: (1) fixation

can be very high in early-successional forests in cold biomes13;
and (2) constraints on fixation by phosphorus or molybdenum
are not necessarily stronger in extra-tropical than tropical
soils14,15. The third explanation remains unresolved, as recent find-
ings16,17 show that potential dinitrogen fixers (Fabaceae) radiated
rapidly as modern-day forests emerged in the Paleocene, but it is
unclear why fixers have remained rare across vast areas of late-suc-
cessional and nitrogen-poor extra-tropical forests.

A recent resource-optimization analysis12 showed that the biome
differences in fixation can be generated by two combined mechan-
isms: (1) a proposed temperature constraint (discussed above) that
disproportionately penalizes fixation over other growth-related pro-
cesses in extra-tropical forests, and (2) a proposed ability of fixers to
use fixed nitrogen to compete for soil phosphorus (by exuding phos-
phatase enzymes) in nitrogen-rich tropical forests. Recent findings
suggest a different pattern, however: fixers appear to rarely fix dini-
trogen in tropical forests5,18,19, but can transiently upregulate fix-
ation when plant nitrogen demand is high following disturbance18.

More fundamentally, the evolutionary stability of dinitrogen fix-
ation within biomes remains unresolved, including why fixers have
not radiated into late-successional extra-tropical forests when they
are so common across all stages of tropical succession? Any such
analysis must account for evolved differences in plant fixation strat-
egies: tropical fixers (primarily Fabaceae with rhizobia symbionts)
appear to have the facultative5,18 ability to downregulate dinitrogen
fixation in nitrogen-rich soils (thus avoiding the energetic fixation
penalty), whereas extra-tropical fixers (for example Alnus or
Coriaria with Frankia symbionts) are less able to downregulate fix-
ation as soil nitrogen accumulates20,21 (hereafter ‘obligate’ strategy,
sensu refs 3 and 6). A recent analysis22 predicted that facultative
fixers should exclude obligate fixers over ecological time when nitro-
gen is limiting, but did not resolve the corollary question: why have
facultative fixers diversified but remained limited to the tropical
biome over evolutionary time?

We here use a game-theoretic approach23 to evaluate the ecologi-
cal and evolutionary conditions under which individual fixation
strategies emerge, and to resolve whether the evolutionary stable
strategy (ESS) depends on climatic constraints on the nitrogen
cycle. Our analysis does not invoke any mechanism (for example
temperature, phosphorus or molybdenum effects on fixers) other
than the costs and trade-offs of fixation strategies, and is based on
climate- and biome-scale differences in the nitrogen cycle.

Climate is a major determinant of soil carbon and nitrogen dis-
tributions across biomes. Perennially warm and moist conditions in
tropical forests promote decomposition (which progressively
removes carbon but recycles nitrogen) and cause soil C:N ratios
near the threshold24 at which nitrogen is released to plants rather
than immobilized (Fig. 1a). In contrast, seasonally cold forests
accumulate large quantities of un-decomposed carbon with C:N
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ratios that favour immobilization; in addition, cold region conifer-
ous forests produce high C:N ratio litter25. The time it takes for
nitrogen to be released as litter decomposes is 1.6–16 times longer
in deciduous, coniferous and boreal forests than in their tropical
counterparts26. As a result, extra-tropical forests possess large soil
nitrogen deficits, while tropical forests are close to nitrogen suffi-
ciency (Fig. 1a; Supplementary Note 1).

To capture succession, our model (Methods) considers a stage-
structured community in which trees regenerate and spread in the
landscape through seed, seedling and sapling stages, before matur-
ing as canopy trees. Tree growth depends on nitrogen acquisition,
mortality and density-dependent competition for the globally con-
straining resource of access to the mature forest canopy (that is,
light). We can therefore examine different fixation strategies (no,
obligate, facultative) in landscapes that differ in disturbance regimes.

The relative biomass growth rate r of tree species j depends on
nitrogen as

rj = ω(Fj)
n(Fj)N

c+ N

[ ]
+ Fj

( )
− θFj − Ψ jFj − μ (1)

where nitrogen enters from plant-available soil nitrogen (N; c is the
half-saturation constant) and/or dinitrogen fixation, with per unit

biomass rates ν(F) and F respectively (F is constant for obligate
but decreases with N for facultative fixers; Supplementary Note 2).
Assimilated nitrogen is used to build plant biomass with a nitrogen-
use efficiency (NUE) ω(F). Both ν(F) and ω(F) decrease as F
increases, representing trade-offs considered essential for the evol-
ution of fixation27: (1) between fixation and plant NUE (ω(F); dini-
trogen fixers have lower C:N and thus lower NUE11), and (2)
between fixation and soil nitrogen uptake (ν(F); dinitrogen fixers
allocate carbon to dinitrogen fixation in nodules instead of fine
roots for soil nitrogen uptake28). We also consider biomass mortality
µ, the metabolic cost (θ) of fixation, and the opportunistic cost (Ψ)
of maintaining a root structure capable of both fixation and compe-
tition for soil nitrogen (Supplementary Note 3).

Our ESS analysis shows that different fixation strategies emerge
depending on soil nitrogen conditions. We first analysed the ESS in a
system without the plant–soil nitrogen feedback, to evaluate the
ability of fixers to compete at any given stage of succession.
(Inclusion of this feedback yields the trivial result that there exists no
non-zero ESS, since, at equilibrium, fixation is always excluded as soil
nitrogen accumulates over succession.) A pairwise invasibility analysis
shows (Fig. 1b,c) that there exists a single fixation rate F* that is continu-
ously stable29 (that is, cannot be invaded by any mutant F;
Supplementary Notes 4 and 5) and that sequential mutations with
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Figure 1 | Climate and biome differences in soil nitrogen deficit and evolutionary stable strategies (ESS) of dinitrogen fixation. a, Mean (±s.e.m.) carbon,
nitrogen and nitrogen deficit in soils (0–100 cm) of tropical (n = 457), temperate (n = 1,127) and boreal forests (n = 264). Numbers above the nitrogen-deficit
bars represent the timescale of overcoming nitrogen limitation assuming a nitrogen input of 30 kg N ha−1 year−1. Letters indicate significant differences.
b,c, Numerical pairwise invasibility plots show the ESS rate of dinitrogen fixation F* for low (b) and high (c) soil nitrogen (with medium nitrogen-use
efficiency and soil nitrogen uptake). Black areas indicate combinations where the mutant strategy invades the resident. The ESS is the resident rate F that
cannot be invaded (indicated by arrows). d,e, ESS-F* as a function of soil nitrogen with varying nitrogen-use efficiency ω (d) and soil nitrogen uptake ν (e).
Low, medium and high indicate that the dinitrogen fixer trait (either nitrogen uptake or use efficiency) is 20, 50 and 80% of that of the non-fixer,
respectively. In each trait analysis, the other trait is kept at a medium level (fixer trait is 50% compared to that of the non-fixer). Large symbols in
d,e correspond to the results in b,c.
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either higher or lower F converge to the F*-ESS (arrows in Fig. 1b,c).
When evaluated across a continuum of soil nitrogen (Fig. 1d,e), F*
decreased with increasing nitrogen as less fixation was needed to over-
come nitrogen limitation. We conclude that there exists a non-zero
fixation ESS whenever soil nitrogen limits fixer growth.

The F*-ESS was sensitive to the magnitude of trade-offs between
fixation and other plant traits: (1) F* increased with NUE (parallel
lines in Fig. 1d), and (2) F* decreased with increased soil nitrogen
uptake (Fig. 1e). The fixation vs. soil uptake trade-off was non-
linear, with F* increasingly influenced by the trade-off as soil nitro-
gen increased. The biomass- and area-specific ESS fixation rates
(0–0.06 g N g C−1 yr−1 and 0–240 kg N ha−1 yr−1) that emerged from
this analysis were within the range observed in nature5,11,17,18. We
conclude that fixers can be outcompeted by non-fixers (that is,
F* = 0) at progressively lower soil nitrogen, either as fixer NUE
decreases or fixer soil nitrogen uptake increases.

We next evaluated how the F*-ESS influences the relative
success of fixers vs. non-fixers across a soil nitrogen gradient.
For the obligate strategy, fixers dominated at low soil nitrogen
but were replaced by non-fixers at high soil nitrogen (Fig. 2a,b).
The transition from fixers (grey/blue lines) to non-fixers (red)
occurred: (1) at intermediate fixer NUE (low or high NUE
caused sole dominance of non-fixers or fixers, respectively;
Fig. 2a), and (2) at lower soil nitrogen levels when fixer soil
uptake increased (Fig. 2b). For the facultative strategy, fixers domi-
nated at low soil nitrogen, but, by downregulating fixation, they
could coexist with non-fixers even at high soil nitrogen (Fig. 2c
and Supplementary Fig. 1).

When we allowed obligate and facultative fixers to compete
(Fig. 2d), obligate fixers dominated at low soil nitrogen because

their fixation rate was at or near F*-ESS and they did not incur
the opportunistic cost of facultative fixation. At high soil nitrogen,
however, obligate fixers could not adjust fixation to match F*-ESS
whereas facultative fixers could. Obligate fixers were therefore
replaced once soil nitrogen was abundant enough not to penalize
facultative fixers. The transition from obligate to facultative fixation
(intersection of solid vs. dashed lines, Fig. 2d) identifies the upper
limit of the obligate fixer niche. We conclude that the obligate
fixer ESS can persist across a range of low soil nitrogen conditions,
but that the facultative strategy can be maintained independent of
soil nitrogen (Supplementary Note 6).

To study successional dynamics, we allowed fixers (obligate or
facultative) to compete with non-fixers under changing soil nitrogen
in the climate and biome conditions of Fig. 1a. We assumed rapid
(<20 years) correction of the soil nitrogen deficit in tropical
soils18,30 and slow (>50 years) correction in extra-tropical soils20

(Fig. 1a, Methods). This is equivalent to viewing a landscape as con-
sisting of forest patches of different successional ages, and dinitro-
gen fixers as persisting in meta-populations across these patches
(Supplementary Note 7, videos).

The success of obligate vs. facultative fixers depended on the
timescale of two interacting processes following disturbance: soil
nitrogen recovery vs. closure of the mature forest canopy. In tropical
forests, soil nitrogen recovers rapidly and non-fixing trees outcom-
pete obligate fixers before forest biomass saturates (Fig. 3a). The
facultative strategy, however, allows fixers to downregulate fixation
to match the decline in F*-ESS that occurs as soil nitrogen increases
(Fig. 3b). Facultative fixers thus successfully compete for canopy
access and co-exist with non-fixers across all successional stages
of tropical forests (Supplementary Notes 6 and 7).
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In contrast, slow soil nitrogen recovery in extra-tropical forests
allows obligate fixers to suppress non-fixers as the canopy closes
(that is, Fobligate≈ F*) (Fig. 3c). We infer that the prolonged period
of low nitrogen and high sunlight gives obligate fixers enough
time to complete their life cycle (∼30–50 years for Alnus10 and
Coriaria20) before becoming replaced by non-fixers (that is,
Fobligate ≫ F*; Supplementary Note 6). Facultative fixers are less
successful than obligate fixers, however, as they are penalized by
the opportunistic cost of downregulating fixation (Fig. 3d,
Supplementary Note 3). This successional analysis supports our
pairwise competition results (Fig. 2d): obligate fixation is selected
when soil nitrogen remains low, and facultative fixation when soil
nitrogen recovers rapidly.

Finally, we evaluated a landscape with 500 patches subject to sto-
chastic disturbance and succession (Fig. 3e; Supplementary Note 7).
Our results re-created the biome-scale pattern of disturbance, succes-
sion and fixation observed in field studies: obligate fixers persisted
alone in early successional stages of extra-tropical landscapes, while
facultative fixers co-existed with non-fixers across all stages of tropical
landscapes. We infer that facultative fixation has evolved as a solution
for conditions where soil nitrogen recovers faster than canopy closure,
and obligate fixation where soil nitrogen is unlikely to change
appreciably over the lifespan of the individual plant.

Our proposed explanation resolves two fundamental obser-
vations across biomes: (1) that facultative fixers occur widely

across successional age in tropical forests, while obligate fixers are
favoured but limited to early succession in extra-tropical biomes,
and (2) that fixers and non-fixers co-exist in tropical forests regard-
less of successional stage, while transient stands of obligate fixers
occur in early-succession in extra-tropical biomes but are replaced
by non-fixers later in succession. Most importantly, our analysis
indicates that these patterns are evolutionarily stable to any
mutant strategy across a broad range of physiological trade-offs.

Our findings identify a link between the evolution of nitrogen
fixation, the evolutionary stability of fixation strategies at the
biome scale, and climate differences in nitrogen cycling across
biomes. The maintenance of dinitrogen fixers can be explained by
interactions between individual fixation strategies, the indirect influ-
ence of climate on the nitrogen cycle, and competition between
fixers and non-fixers. Throughout evolutionary time, these inter-
actions appear to have led to biome-scale differences in plant fix-
ation strategies, and, in turn, the emergence of broad differences
in the global nitrogen cycle.

Methods
Model description. Our model evaluates the adaptive dynamics of a forest tree
community in the context of species with different nitrogen acquisition strategies
(motivated by the work of Menge et al.6,27). Our ESS analysis differs from
optimization models by allowing incremental mutations in plant strategies/traits,
and by evaluating whether mutants can competitively exclude resident plants across
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strategy and trait space. The resulting ESS may or may not coincide with the results
from an optimization analysis.

We examine the dynamics of four life-stages of a tree: biomass (kg carbon ha−1)
of mature (seed producing) trees B, and numbers (ha−1) of seeds S, ‘dormant’ shaded
seedlings in the understory D and juvenile saplings Y (Supplementary Fig. 2); in a
meta-community of L tree species j ( j = 1…L) distributed in M spatially implicit
sites i (i = 1…M), with equal distances among all sites. The dynamics of the forest
community are modelled as

dBi
j

dt
= Bi

jrj + γYi
j · z − Bi

j ·
mj

Ki

∑L
j=1

Bi
j (2)

dSij
dt

= 1
M

α ·
∑
Ω

Bj

( )
− g · Sij − d · Sij − h · Sij (3)

dDi
j

dt
= d · Sij − β · Di

j − q · Di
j (4)

dYi
j

dt
= g · Sij + β · Di

j − γ · Yi
j − δ · Yi

j − Yi
j ·

p
Ki

∑L
j=1

Bi
j (5)

Equation (2) describes the dynamics of the biomass of mature trees B as a function of
the growth rate r (see equation 1 in the main text), recruitment of saplings Y with a
biomass z that mature at a rate γ, and community-level density-dependent mortality
at a rate m that depends on total forest biomass (of all species j) at the site and the
per site i carrying capacity Ki. The rate of density-dependent mortality mj may vary
among different species, representing different sensitivities to competition for a
global resource (for example shade tolerance/intolerance).

Equation (3) describes per-species seed production as a proportion α
(kg carbon−1 yr−1) of adult biomass; and the successive germination of seeds into
growing saplings (Y) at a rate g and into understory seedlings (D) at a rate d.
The remaining seeds lose variability at a rate h adjusted at each time step so no seed
bank is formed.

Equations (4) and (5) describe the dynamics of the understory seedlings and
saplings, respectively, governed by germination, and mortality at rates q and δ,
respectively. Seedlings develop into saplings at a rate β, which represents the
proportion of seedlings that are released from the seedling bank after a disturbance
event. Sapling competition with adult trees for global resources (for example light) is
modelled with a community level density-dependent mortality at a rate p that
determines the sapling sensitivity to competition with mature tree biomass.

To capture different strategies of dinitrogen fixation we used an exponential
function:

Fj = �Fj · e−fj ·N(t−T) (6)

For an obligate fixer fj = 0 and the fixation rate F remains constant at �Fj , independent
of soil N. For a facultative fixer fj > 0, which means that the rate of fixation
decreases exponentially from the initial value �Fj at soil N≈ 0 (at time t – T) to
approximate zero at high soil nitrogen (Supplementary Note 2). T allows for a time
lag between change in soil nitrogen and plant physiological response6, but here we use
a default of T = 0.

Analysis of the evolutionary stable strategy. We performed numerical analyses to
examine the outcome of competition between all possible combinations of a resident
with dinitrogen fixation rate Fr and a mutant Fm under constant soil nitrogen
conditions over time (and all other parameters kept equal for all species; see
Supplementary Table 1 for the list of parameter values). The ESS rate of fixation F*
for each level of soil nitrogen availability is the Fr that could not be invaded by any
mutant type (Fig. 1b,c; see Supplementary Note 4 for sensitivity analysis and
Supplementary Note 5 for ESS analysis of a simple model). We searched for the ESS
rate of fixation for different levels of trade-offs to fixation, modelled as negative
linear functions ν(F) and ω(F ) constrained between a minimum value (νmin) for
species with the highest physiological rate of dinitrogen fixation �Fj and an added
value (νmax) as the rate of fixation decrease to zero, such as

n(Fj) = nmin + nmax 1− Fj
�Fj

( )
(7)

Stable solutions along a range of soil nitrogen. We ran numerical simulations to
create bifurcation diagrams for the stable structure of the forest community (20 sites,
500 years) with constant soil nitrogen availability. Initial conditions for the two
competing species were set equal. We tested the outcomes of pairwise
competition between three combinations of species: an obligate fixer with
�Fj = 0.055 kg N kg C−1 year−1 (F* for low soil nitrogen) vs. a non-fixer; a
facultative fixer with �Fj = 0.055 vs. a non-fixer; and an obligate vs. a facultative fixer.

Successional analysis. To examine the ecological dynamics of a given strategy, we
also considered that soil nitrogen increased over successional time. To simplify the
model for each biome we imposed a rate of soil nitrogen accumulation based on
observed successional dynamics, which, in turn, reflect biome-scale differences in
soil nitrogen availability caused primarily by climate. We used a logistic model for
soil N(t), with different parameters that determine the shape of the function (for
example grey lines in Fig. 3a,c). We analysed the outcomes of two-way competition
under different successional scenarios.

Disturbance. We introduced disturbance to a forest that consisted of 500 patches,
where stochastic disturbance can occur at each time step at each patch according to
the probability of disturbance. A disturbance event: (1) eliminates all mature tree
biomass B and all saplings Y; (2) transforms all seedlings D to saplings Y (after
disturbance β = 1, without disturbance β = 0); and (3) reduces soil nitrogen to N≈ 0.
We simulated the two-way competition of the different successional scenarios with
increasing probability of disturbance (15 replications per scenario).

Soil nitrogen deficit.We used a global data set of soil carbon and nitrogen contents
(0–100 cm depth, see Supplementary Note 1) to compare carbon (C) and nitrogen
(N) contents in the soil and calculate the soil nitrogen deficit in boreal (n = 264),
temperate (n = 1,127) and tropical (n = 457) forest soils. The soil nitrogen deficit was
calculated relative to the theoretical C:N molar ratio of ∼6:1 for the decomposing
bacteria and a growth efficiency of 0.5 (that is, C/12 – N)23.
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